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Graph theoryCardinal and ordinal inconsistencies are important and popular research topics in the study of decision
making with pair-wise comparison matrices (PCMs). Few of the currently-employed tactics are capable
of simultaneously dealing with both cardinal and ordinal inconsistency issues in one model, and most
are heavily dependent on the method chosen for weight (priorities) derivation or the obtained closest
matrix by optimization method that may change many of the original values. In this paper, we propose
a Hadamard product induced bias matrix model, which only requires the use of the data in the original
matrix to identify and adjust the cardinally inconsistent element(s) in a PCM. Through graph theory and
numerical examples, we show that the adapted Hadamard model is effective in identifying and eliminat-
ing the ordinal inconsistencies. Also, for the most inconsistent element identiﬁed in the matrix, we
develop innovative methods to improve the consistency of a PCM. The proposed model is only dependent
on the original matrix, is independent of the methods chosen to derive the priority vectors, and preserves
most of the original information in matrix A since only the most inconsistent element(s) need(s) to be
modiﬁed. Our method is much easier to implement than any of the existing models, and the values it
recommends for replacement outperform those derived from the literature. It signiﬁcantly enhances
matrix consistency and improves the reliability of PCM decision making.
 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.1. Introduction
Decision makers (DMs) often encounter complicated decision
problems that involve multiple tangible and intangible conﬂicting
criteria and alternatives (Forman & Gass, 2001; Raiffa & Keeney,
1976; Saaty, 1980; Tsetlin & Winkler, 2007; Vansnick, 1986). The
intangible and subjective aspects of judgments associated with
human factors need to be integrated into an open and ﬂexible
multi-criteria decision making model (Altuzarra, Moreno-Jiménez,
& Salvador, 2010; Saaty, 1972). Due to the limitations of human
capacity and DMs’ experiences and knowledge, it is difﬁcult to
compare several criteria or alternatives simultaneously (Hu &
Mehrotra, 2012; Saaty, 1986, 1994). However, it is relatively easy
to determine the dominance of one alternative over the other withrespect to a given criterion at a time. As such, the pairwise compar-
ison method becomes an important tool for multi-criteria decision
making. In this research, we focus on the pairwise comparison
matrix with the goals of improving its consistency and enhancing
its reliability in decision making.
The pairwise comparison technique, originated by Thurstone
(1927), is widely employed to handle subjective and objective
judgments in multi-criteria decision making (Herman & Koczkodaj,
1996; Saaty, 1980, 1994, 1996, 2006; Zhü, 2014). All pair-com-
pared results are arranged in a matrix A = (aij)nn, where aij > 0,
aij = 1/aji and aij = aikakj for i, j, k = 1,2, . . . ,n, and popularly termed
pairwise comparison matrix (PCM hereinafter) or judgment matrix
in literature.
The values in PCM are provided by decision makers based on
their judgment and expertise. The matrix may be inconsistent
due to the complexity of the decision problem or the limits of
DMs’ capacities and skills. Thus, the consistency issue has been
an ongoing and active research topic, and a number of models have
been developed for it (e.g., Saaty, 1986; Barzilai, 1999; Cao, Leung,
& Law, 2008; Li & Ma, 2007; Xu &Wei, 1999; Altuzarra et al., 2010;
Ergu, Kou, Peng, & Shi, 2011; Grošelj & Zadnik Stirn, 2012; Siraj,
Mikhailov, & Keane, 2012, and Liu, Zhang, & Zhang, 2014).
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two types: (1) cardinal inconsistency, e.g., if A =mB, B = nC, but
A–mnC; and (2) ordinal inconsistency, e.g. if A > B, B > C, but
CP A. More generally, if aij = aikakj holds for all i, j, and k, then it
is cardinal consistent, and matrix A is perfectly consistent; other-
wise, it is cardinal inconsistent. Similarly, if aijP 1, ajkP 1, and
aikP 1, then it is ordinal consistent; otherwise, it is ordinal
inconsistent.
With the above classiﬁcation, we can group the methods for
tackling the consistency issues into three groups. The ﬁrst one
deals with cardinal inconsistency, the second one deals with ordi-
nal inconsistency, and the third one deals with both (see detailed
review in Section 2). Although consistency ratio (CR) that relies
on maximum eigenvalue is the commonly used index to test
whether a PCM is consistent, we found that most consistency
improvement methods require the priority weights of the PCM
(see Sections 2 and EC.1). However, there are more than 20 meth-
ods (Choo &Wedley, 2004; Lin, 2007; Kou & Lin, 2014) available for
deriving the priority weights in a PCM. When the PCM is consis-
tent, all methods will arrive at the same weights. However, if the
PCM is inconsistent, the priority weights derived from different
methods could differ signiﬁcantly, and using such weights prevent
us from correctly identifying the inconsistent elements and provid-
ing accurate estimates.
Through Monte-Carlo simulation, Siraj et al. (2012) show that a
high percentage of consistent matrices (i.e., with CR < 0.1) are in
fact ordinally inconsistent. They further prove that if the matrices
are ordinally inconsistent, then different prioritization methods
give different ordinal rankings. Yet, their model focuses solely on
ordinal inconsistency. The Condition of Order Preservation (COP)
proposed by Bana e Costa and Vansnick (2008) states that for alter-
natives Ai, Aj, Ak, and Ah, when Ai is preferred to Aj, and Ak is
preferred to Ah, but the intensity of preference of Ai over Aj is stron-
ger than that of Ak over Ah, then the priority weights x not only
satisfy xi >xj and xk >xh (preservation of order of preference)
but also respect the relationship that xi/xj >xk/xh (preservation
of order of intensity of preference). They prove that some priority
weights in the AHP do not satisfy the COP even when CR < 0.1.
To tackle both types of inconsistencies in PCM, a requisite for a
practicable model is that the proposed methodology does not
depend on priority weights of the PCM.
In this paper, we tackle both cardinal and ordinal inconsisten-
cies and aim to achieve two objectives. The ﬁrst is to propose a
method to identify cardinal inconsistency and to improve the
consistency. Such a method has to be objective and independent
of the priority-deriving methods chosen. To achieve such
an objective, we transform the perfectly consistent condition
aij = aikakj into aikakjaji = 1. We discover that the Hadamard
product operator in mathematics can be adapted to induce a bias
matrix. We thus developed a Hadamard product induced bias
matrix (HPIBM) to identify the inconsistent elements in a matrix
efﬁciently and effectively. Different from the Hadamard product
operator methods proposed by Saaty (2003), and Cao et al.
(2008) (see Section 2.1), the proposed HPIBM only depends on
the original data in PCM and is independent of the prioritization
method chosen and weights derived.
The second goal of this paper is to extend the proposed HPIBM
to identify and eliminate the ordinal inconsistency. Since three-
way cycles are the basic forms of all ordinal inconsistencies, we
further examine the forms of ordinally inconsistent judgments by
combining the proposed HPIBM and graph theory. We found that
the ordinal inconsistency can be readily identiﬁed by constructing
the preference Boolean matrix and applying it to the proposed
HPIBM.
The advantages of the HPIBM model we proposed in this
research are ﬁvefold:(1) It is independent of the prioritization methods, since it is
only based on the original numbers in PCM.
(2) It is easier than existing methods, as the most cardinally
inconsistent elements can be identiﬁed quickly and effort-
lessly by observing the largest values in the induced bias
matrix C.
(3) The inconsistent elements can be adjusted by the derived
formula, and the consistency ratio can clearly be improved.
(4) It can also be used to identify the ordinal inconsistency.
(5) It is independent of the scale employed in the PCM and is
suitable for any PCM whose entries are positive and
reciprocal.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews the existing models for identifying inconsistency. In Sec-
tion 3, we mathematically prove the validity of the proposed
HPIBM model for cardinal inconsistency identiﬁcation and develop
procedures to improve the inconsistency. We then make use of
graph theory in Section 4 to justify the application of HPIBM to
ordinal inconsistency identiﬁcation. Numerical examples are pro-
vided to illustrate and compare the proposed model in this section.
The paper is summarized and concluded in Section 5.2. Review of Inconsistency Identiﬁcation models
Much attention has been paid to the inconsistency issues of
PCM. Some researchers focus on cardinal inconsistency, while
others concentrate on the ordinal inconsistency. Very few have
addressed both inconsistency issues and none has tackled both car-
dinal and ordinal inconsistencies with one model. We review the
inconsistency identiﬁcation literature below.
2.1. Cardinal Inconsistency Identiﬁcation Model
For a positive reciprocal decision making PCM A = (aij)nn,
Harker (1987) proposed a formula based on the priority weights
xi of positive matrix A; and the priority weights vi of its transpose
matrix AT. He labeled the largest absolute value(s) as the most
inconsistent element. Saaty (1980, 1994, 2003) believed the most
inconsistent element can be identiﬁed by observing the maximum
value in the absolute differences B = [bij] = [jaij xi/xjj] and the
perturbation matrix e = A WT = [aijxj/xi], where xi and xj are
the priority weights of matrix A, symbol ‘‘’’ represents Hadamard
product. Based on these models, Xu and Wei (1999) developed an
auto-adaptive algorithm to improve the consistency. Similarly,
from the perturbation matrix reviewed above, Cao et al. (2008)
proposed an iterative algorithm to adjust the deviation matrix
and improve the consistency ratio, which is based on the model
B = [xi/xj]  [aij/xi/xj]c, where symbol ‘‘ ’’ represents Hadamard
product. Details of these models can be found in the e-companion,
Section EC.1.
2.2. Ordinal Inconsistency Identiﬁcation Model
Ali, Cook, and Kress (1986) deﬁned the number of transitivity
violations by checking whether xi >xj and aij < 1. Gass (1998)
used the methods from tournaments and graph theory to deter-
mine the number of three-way cycles in a PCM, and to detect these
cycles through standard linear programming. Correspondingly,
Kwiesielewicz and van Uden (2004) developed an algorithm to test
the incongruity of the judgments in a PCM; while Birnbaum (2007)
designed a statistical technique to test the intransitivity of prefer-
ences predicted by a lexicographic semi-order. Similarly, Diaye and
Urdanivia (2009) found that the violation of the preference transi-
tivity axiom signiﬁcantly affects the violations of utility function
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oped an evolutionary optimization algorithm based onxi andxj to
obtain a priority vector with minimum number of violations. Then
again, Pahikkala, Waegeman, Tsivtsivadze, Salakoski, and De Baets
(2010) presented a new kernel function to infer intransitive reci-
procal relations in problems where transitivity violations cannot
be considered as noise. Finally, Siraj et al. (2012) proposed a heu-
ristic algorithm to improve ordinal consistency by identifying
and eliminating intransitivity in PCMs.2.3. Models for cardinal and ordinal inconsistency identiﬁcations
Few researchers simultaneously focus on both the cardinal and
the ordinal inconsistencies. Genest and Zhang (1996) proposed a
graphical method to detect the ordinal and cardinal inconsistency
based on a Gower plot (Gower, 1977). However, they did not offer
inconsistency adjustment method. Kwiesielewicz and van Uden
(2004) attributed the cardinal inconsistency to the 9-point seman-
tic scale, and proposed to use a scale with even number to avoid
cardinal inconsistency. Besides, they developed an algorithm to
test the contradiction of judgment matrices. However, they paid
more attention to ordinal inconsistency and did not provide the
method of adjusting the cardinal inconsistency. González-Pachón
and Romero (2004) proposed a distance-based framework to deal
with both the cardinal and the ordinal inconsistencies. However,
under this distance-based framework, there are two approaches
proposed for cardinal inconsistency and ordinal inconsistency
respectively. In the ﬁrst approach, a ‘‘similar matrix’’ that holds
reciprocity and cardinal consistency properties ‘‘as much as possi-
ble’’ is searched by a goal programming. However, owing to ‘‘the
obtained matrices may be no reciprocal and/or no consistent’’, they
use GP approach to calculate the associate priority weights (APW).
In the second approach, they use a Boolean matrix to model the
ordinal information and an extended GP to optimize it. The ordinal
inconsistency is identiﬁed by calculating the priorities of two dif-
ferent matrices under different values of k. However, they did
not explain how to eliminate the ordinal inconsistency. Li and
Ma (2007) and Ma and Li (2011) used the Gower plot to detect
inconsistencies, and employed two global optimization models to
adjust the identiﬁed ordinal and cardinal inconsistencies.
The models discussed above are complicated to implement in
practice. Some depend on the priority weights of a PCM and often
can only be used to detect one type of the inconsistencies. There
are many weight-derivation methods, but different methods yield
different priority weights when the original matrix A is inconsis-
tent, while others deal with the inconsistencies by optimization
methods, which may change most of the original elements. In the
following, we propose a Hadamard product induced bias matrix
model to deal with both the cardinal and the ordinal inconsisten-
cies. The proposedmodel only requires the original matrix, without
the need to choose the weights derivingmethod to derive the prior-
ity; it is also straightforward to implement than the existingmodels
since it is only based on the originalmatrix and only themost incon-
sistent element(s) needs to be modiﬁed, which may preserve most
of the original information of expert judgments.3. Developing the Hadamard product induced bias matrix
(HPIBM) to improve cardinal inconsistency
3.1. Cardinal inconsistency
The most commonly faced inconsistency issue in PCM is cardi-
nal inconsistency. For some i, j, and k, if there exists aij– aikakj, then
the PCM is said to be cardinally inconsistent. As perfect consistency
is unattainable in practice, a certain degree of inconsistency in thePCM is expected and acceptable. Saaty (1980) developed a measure
of consistency ratio (CR), and showed that a PCM is at an accept-
able level of consistency if CR 6 0.1. Otherwise, the inconsistent
elements should be adjusted to avoid invalid decision.
3.2. Theorem of HPIBM
To propose a method that is independent of the priority weights
so as to effectively identify the inconsistent elements, the Hadam-
ard product operator in mathematics is used to develop the Had-
amard product induced bias matrix (HPIBM). The model only
depends on the original information of PCM and is unconnected
to the priority weights. We now present the theorem of the model.
Theorem of HPIBM. If the pairwise comparison matrix A is perfectly
or approximately consistent, then the following induced bias matrix
(IBM) C in Eq. (1) holds. Otherwise, there is at least one element in
each row (column) of matrix C that deviates signiﬁcantly from 1
C ¼ 1
n
AA  AT ¼ ðcijÞ ¼ 1n
Xn
k¼1
aikakjaji
 !
¼ U if aikakjaji ¼ 1
 U if aikakjaji  1

ð1Þ
where cij ¼ 1n
Pn
k¼1aikakjaji;U ¼
1    1
..
. . .
. ..
.
1    1
2
4
3
5; n denotes the order of A;
and AT is the transpose of matrix A. The symbol ‘’ denotes Hadamard
product, e.g. C = A  B indicating cij = aijbij for all i and j.
There are two propositions in the theorem of HPIBM: the
original proposition and the inverse negative proposition, which
are mathematically proved below.
(1) The Original Proposition: if the PCM is perfectly (or approx-
imately) consistent, then all elements in matrix C are equal
(or close) to ones
Proof. If the PCM is perfectly consistent, then aikakj = aij holds for
all i, j and k. Since aij = 1/aji, the perfect consistency condition can
further be transformed into:
aikakj ¼ aij ) aikakj ¼ 1aji ) aikakjaji ¼ 1 ð2Þ
So
cij ¼ 1n
Xn
k¼1
aikakjaji ¼ 1n
Xn
k¼1
1 ¼ n
n
¼ 1 ð3Þ
Thus, all elements in matrix C are 1s if the matrix is perfectly con-
sistent. The approximated case can easily be proved by replacing
the equality symbol ‘‘=’’ with the approximated symbol ‘‘’’. h
(2) The Inverse Negative Proposition: if the PCM is incon-
sistent, then at least one element in each row (column)
of matrix C will deviate from 1
. We use the proof by contradiction to prove the inverseProof
negative proposition of HPIBM. Assume matrix A is inconsistent,
i.e. for any i, there exist some j and k (i, j, k = 1,2, . . . ,n) such that
aij– aikakj or aikajkaji– 1, but all elements in the ith row of the
induced bias matrix C are equal to ones, instead of having at least
one element greater than 1. In short, we assume aij– aikakj for
some j and k, and ci1 = 1, ci2 = 1, . . . ,cin = 1. We will obtain the fol-
lowing equalities:
ci1 ¼ 1n
Pn
k¼1aikak1a1i ¼ 1n
Pn
k¼1aikak1
1
ai1
¼ 1
ci2 ¼ 1n
Pn
k¼1aikak2a2i ¼ 1n
Pn
k¼1aikak2
1
ai2
¼ 1
..
.
cin ¼ 1n
Pn
k¼1aikaknani ¼ 1n
Pn
k¼1aikakn
1
ain
¼ 1
8>>>><
>>>:
ð4Þ
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1
n
Xn
k¼1
aikak1
1
ai1
þ 1
n
Xn
k¼1
aikak2
1
ai2
þ    þ 1
n
Xn
k¼1
aikakn
1
ain
¼ n; ð5Þ
Equality (5) can be further simpliﬁed to
Xn
j¼1
Xn
k¼1
aikakj
1
aij
¼
Xn
j¼1
Xn
k¼1
akj
aik
aij
¼ n2 ð6Þ
Since matrix A is a positive reciprocal matrix, i.e. akj = 1/ajk and akj,
ajk > 0, aii = 1, ajj = 1, the equality in (6) can be further simpliﬁed to:
nþ
X
k>j
akj
aik
aij
þ ajk aijaik
 
¼ n2 ð7Þ
)
X
k>j
akj
aik
aij
þ ajk aijaik
 
¼ n2  n ð8Þ
Similar to if x > 0, then xþ 1x P 2; we can get
akj
aik
aij
þ ajk aijaik ¼ akj
aik
aij
þ 1
akj
aik
aij
P 2. Since there are n(n  1)/2 terms of
sum at the left-hand side of the equality (8), we haveP
k>jðakj aikaij þ ajk
aij
aik
ÞP nðn1Þ2  2 ¼ n2  n, the equality (8) holds with
‘‘=’’ sign if and only if all akj
aik
aij
¼ 1, which is equivalent to aij = aikajk,
or aikajkaji = 1 for all j and k. However, this result contradicts with
earlier assumption that aij – aikakj for certain j and k. Therefore, at
least one of the equalities in (4) does not hold. Thus, equality (8)
holds with ‘‘>’’ sign. This leads to the conclusion that at least one
of the elements in the ith row of the induced bias matrix C is greater
than 1. hProperty of HPIBM. The cij and cji(i– j) entries in the induced bias
matrix (IBM) C satisfy the inequality condition: cij þ cji P 2, in
which the equality will hold if and only if aij = aikajk (i.e. cji = cji = 1).
If cij < 1, then cji > 1.Proof. From Eq. (1), we have cij ¼ 1n
Pn
k¼1aikakjaji ¼ 1n
Pn
k¼1aikakj
1
aij
and cji ¼ 1n
Pn
k¼1ajkakiaij ¼ 1n
Pn
k¼1ajkaki
1
aji
, where aik, akj, aij > 0. It is
obvious that cij þ cji ¼ 1n
Pn
k¼1 aikakj
1
aij
þ 1n
Pn
k¼1ajkaki
1
aji
¼ 1n
Pn
k¼1
aikakjaji þ 1aikakjaji
 
P 2, i.e. cij þ cji P 2. Since aikakjaji þ 1aikakjaji P 2,
the equality will hold if and only if aij = aikajk or aikajkaji = 1 (i.e.
cji = cji = 1). If cij < 1, then 2 cji 6 cij < 1 and we can ﬁnd cji > 1.
Namely, at least one bias value between cij and cji is bigger than
1 if aij is inconsistent. h
Based on the inverse negative proposition in the Theorem of
HPIBM and the Eq. (10) in next section, we can derive that the
arithmetic mean of aikakj is greater than aij, which corresponds to
the element cij with the value greater than 1. Therefore, the ele-
ment cij with the largest value in matrix C indicates that the corre-
sponding arithmetic mean of aikakj is far greater than aij and aij is
too small. Consequently, we can identify the most inconsistent ele-
ment in matrix A by observing the largest value deviating from 1 in
the induced bias matrix C. That is, the element aij in matrix A that
corresponds to the element cij with the largest value (>1) in matrix
C is regarded as the most inconsistent element.
Note that we have assumed cij > 1 is the largest value among all
biases in matrix C. Since cij ¼ 1n
Pn
k¼1aikakjaji and cji ¼ 1n
Pn
k¼1ajkakiaij
do not satisfy the reciprocal condition and cij is always positive
(i.e. cij > 0 because aik, akj and akj are positive), the bias value
(0 < cij < 1) of the ratio between the arithmetic means aikakj and
aij are not obvious (or less detectable) if we use cij < 1 to search
for the most inconsistent entry of matrix A. Further, based on the
property of HPIBM, if cij < 1, (implying cji > 1), then we can searchfor the most inconsistent entry of matrix A by considering cji > 1,
as long as cji is the largest bias value in matrix C. In short, either
cij > 1 or cji > 1 is used to identify the largest bias entry whose value
is bigger than 1 in matrix C. This is a sensible approach as Harker
(1987) and Saaty (1980, 1994, 2003) (discussed in Section 2.1)
have also labeled the largest absolute value(s) in their model as
the most inconsistent element. Details of the proposed inconsis-
tency identiﬁcation process are given next.
3.3. Inconsistency identiﬁcation using the HPIBM model
From the above inverse negative proposition, we know that if a
matrix is inconsistent, at least one element in each row (or col-
umn) would be greater than 1 in matrix C. Assume it is the element
in row i and column j, i.e. cij, then we have:
cij ¼ 1n
Xn
k¼1
aikakjaji ¼ 1n
Xn
k¼1
aikakj
1
aij
> 1 ð9Þ
) ~aij ¼ 1n
Xn
k¼1
aikakj > aij ð10Þ
Eq. (10) shows that the arithmetic mean of the aikakj for k = 1, . . . ,n,
denoted as ~aij, is larger than aij, indicating that aij is smaller than ~aij.
Thus, when the induced bias element cij in matrix C is larger than 1,
the corresponding element aij in matrix A is smaller than it should
be. Among them, the element aij in matrix A corresponding to the
largest cij is identiﬁed as the most inconsistent element in the ma-
trix. This subsequently suggests that the value of aij should be
increased.
In summary, the HPIBM inconsistency identiﬁcation processes
include two steps:Step 1: Construct the Hadmard product induced bias matrix
C ¼ 1n AA  AT .
Step 2: Identify the element with the largest value, cmaxij , that
deviates from 1 in matrix C. The corresponding aij in matrix
A is regarded as the most inconsistent element, which will
be adjusted according to the method proposed next.
3.4. Inconsistency adjustment procedures of HPIBM
After identifying the inconsistent elements through the two
steps proposed above, we now focus on modifying the inconsistent
components. There are two methods that can be used to adjust the
inconsistent elements: (1) ask the decision makers to revise their
judgments; (2) provide a directive to estimate the best values for
the inconsistent elements. The former is often time-consuming,
costly, and delays the decision making process with no assurance
of improvement; while the latter is more efﬁcient. In the following,
we derive a formula to recommend the most appropriate value for
the inconsistent element, aij, in matrix A.
We ﬁrst analyze cmaxij in the induced bias matrix C. By Eq. (10),
we know that ~aij ¼ 1n
Pn
k¼1aikakj > aij, and aij is regarded as the most
inconsistent element, we have aij– aikakj for certain k. By Eq. (9),
we have ~aij ¼ aijcij ¼ 1n
Pn
k¼1aikakj, which is the arithmetic mean of
n numbers of the indirect judgment aikakj and we could adapt it
to determine the proper value for aij. According to Siraj (2011),
the geometric mean ~aij ¼ ð
Q
kaikakjÞn2 and the arithmetic mean
~aij ¼ 1n2
Pn
k¼1aikakj are useful for computing the best value to re-
place the inconsistent element, where i– k– j. In addition, Siraj
et al. (2012) deﬁne that cij ¼ 1n2
Pn
k¼1ðlogðaijÞ  logðaikakjÞÞ is the
mean logarithmic deviation to measure the level of inconsistency,
where i– k– j. Both these articles remove k = i, j from
Pn
k¼1aikakj
and
Pn
k¼1ðlogðaijÞ  logðaikakjÞÞ. They only consider the arithmetic
mean of the remaining n  2 values. Therefore, we believe that
our computation should not contain the two elements of k = i, j
either.
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ment in matrix A, and the formula ~aij ¼ aijcij ¼ 1n
Pn
k¼1aikakj contains
the inconsistent value of aij twice when k = i, j (i.e., aiiaij = aij and aij-
ajj = aij since aii = 1, ajj = 1). This may cause the estimated value of aij
to be less than what it should be, since the identiﬁed inconsistent
element aij is less than the arithmetic mean of aikakj (see Eq. (10)).
Therefore, we should remove the inconsistent values of aij from the
arithmetic mean ~aij ¼ 1n
Pn
k¼1aikakj, and use the arithmetic mean of
the remaining n  2 numbers in aikakj, i.e. ~aij ¼ 1n2
Pn
k¼1
k–i;j
aikakj, as
the proposed revision for aij. The main difference between the
two expressions, 1n2
Pn
k¼1
k–i;j
aikakj and 1n
Pn
k¼1aikakj, is that the former
does not contain the inconsistent value of aij twice when k = i, j,
while the latter includes that twice. From the theoretical point of
view, the former expression is more accurate than the latter one
since we assume the aij is the most inconsistent element, and it
should be excluded from the estimated formula. In the proposed
model, the formula 1n2
Pn
k¼1
k–i;j
aikakj is equivalent to the formula
ncij2
n2 aij because,
cij ¼ 1n
Xn
k¼1
aikakjaji ¼ 1n
Xn
k¼1
aikakj
1
aij
¼ 1
aij
1
n
Xn
k¼1
aikakj ð11Þ
) naijcij ¼
Xn
k¼1
aikakj ¼
Xn
k¼1
k–i;j
aikakj þ 2aij ð12Þ
)
Xn
k¼1
k–i;j
aikakj ¼ naijcij  2aij ð13Þ
) ~aij ¼ 1n 2
Xn
k¼1
k–i;j
aikakj ¼ naijcij  2aijn 2 ¼
ncij  2
n 2 aij ð14Þ
The inconsistency adjustment method can be summarized as:
Step 1: Use eq. (14) to estimate the most appropriate value
for the identiﬁed inconsistent element. If the estimated
value is larger than the maximum value 9 in Saaty’s 9-point
scale, then let it be 9.
Step 2: Replace the inconsistent element and its reciprocal
with the estimated value and its reciprocal; and test the
consistency of the revised matrix A. If the revised matrix
fails the consistency test due to severe inconsistency in
other element, then select the second largest inconsistent
value in matrix C and go to Step 1 above.
3.5. An illustrative example for cardinal inconsistency identiﬁcation
and adjustment
In the following, we use the example employed by Kwiesiele-
wicz and van Uden (2004) to verify the effectiveness and accuracy
of the proposed HPIBM model. It is a slightly inconsistent pairwise
comparison matrix A88 with CR = 0.1055 > 0.1 as shown below:
A ¼
1 2 1=2 2 1=2 2 1=2 2
1=2 1 4 1 1=4 1 1=4 1
2 1=4 1 4 1 4 1 4
1=2 1 1=4 1 1=4 1 1=4 1
2 4 1 4 1 4 1 4
1=2 1 1=4 1 1=4 1 1=4 1
2 4 1 4 1 4 1 4
1=2 1 1=4 1 1=4 1 1=4 1
2
66666666666664
3
77777777777775
According to the proposed HPIBM model, we have:
Step I: Identifying the Inconsistency(Ia) The HPIBM C ¼ 1n AA  AT isC¼
1:0000 0:8828 2:8750 1:0000 1:0000 1:00000 1:00000 1:0000
2:8750 1:0000 0:2969 2:8750 2:8750 2:8750 2:8750 2:8750
0:8828 12:2500 1:0000 0:8828 0:8828 0:8828 0:8828 0:8828
1:0000 0:8828 2:8750 1:0000 1:0000 1:0000 1:0000 1:0000
1:0000 0:8828 2:8750 1:0000 1:0000 1:0000 1:0000 1:0000
1:0000 0:8828 2:8750 1:0000 1:0000 1:0000 1:0000 1:0000
1:0000 0:8828 2:8750 1:0000 1:0000 1:0000 1:0000 1:0000
1:0000 0:8828 2:8750 1:0000 1:0000 1:0000 1:0000 1:0000
0
BBBBBBBBBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCA(Ib) Find the value in matrix C that deviates from 1 the most. It is
cmaxij ¼ cmax32 ¼ 12:25, the most inconsistent element. From
Eqs. (9) and (10), we know that a32 is smaller than its average
values. Go to Step II to estimate the proper value for a32.
Step II: Adjusting the Inconsistency
(IIa) Estimate the most appropriate value for a32 using Eq. (14)a032 ¼
nc32  2
n 2 a32 ¼
8 12:25 2
8 2 
1
4
¼ 4(IIb) Replace the inconsistent elements a32 and a23 with the rec-
ommended values of 4 and 1/4. The revised matrix passed
the consistency test with CR = 0 < 0.1.
The most inconsistent element identiﬁed and its estimated
optimal values are the same as those found in Kwiesielewicz and
van Uden (2004). More preferably, our method is easier and the
estimation process is much more transparent than their model. A
more sophisticated example on concurrently identifying multiple
inconsistent values is given in the e-companion, Section EC.2.
We have hitherto applied the Hadamard product approach to
induce a bias matrix to identify the cardinal inconsistency and to
improve the consistency ratio. In the following, we shall address
the ordinal inconsistency issue in the PCM by the HPIBM.
4. Adapting the HPIBM model to ordinal inconsistency
identiﬁcation and adjustment
4.1. Ordinal inconsistency
Let Ai (i = 1,2, . . . , j, . . . ,k, . . . ,n) be a decision element, and aij be
the cardinal relationship of elements Ai and Aj. Then an ordinal
inconsistency indicates that (i) AiP Aj (aijP 1) and AjP Ak
(ajkP 1), but Ai < Ak (aik < 1); or (ii) Ai 6 Aj (aij 6 1), and Aj 6 Ak (ajk -
6 1), but Ai > Ak (aik > 1).
The ordinal inconsistency or intransitivity can be expressed as
one of the following three forms:(1) Cardinal Judgment Form: aijP 1, ajkP 1 but aik < 1; or
aij 6 1, ajk 6 1, but aik > 1.
(2) Directed graph: Ai |? Aj |? Ak? Ai, where the symbol
‘‘?’’ indicates ‘‘one is preferred to the other’’, ‘‘|’’ repre-
sent ‘‘equal to the other’’, while ‘‘|?’’ denotes ‘‘one is
preferred to or equal to the other’’
(3) Three-way cycle (also known as circular triad or intran-
sitive judgments).Possible cases of intransitive judgments deﬁned above can be
vividly represented by three-way cycles, as shown in Fig. 1.
Graphr in Fig. 1 shows that Ai is preferred to Aj, and Aj is pre-
ferred to Ak, but Ak is preferred to Ai instead of Ai is preferred to Ak.
This three-way cycle corresponds to the case of aij > 1, ajk > 1 but
aik < 1 (aik = 1/aki) in the cardinal inconsistent judgment form, and
the case of Ai? Aj? Ak? Ai in the directed graph form. Graph s
suggests that Ai is preferred to Aj, and Aj is preferred to Ak, but Ak
and Ai are equally preferred, which corresponds to the case of
ajk > 1, aki = 1 but aji < 1 (aji = 1/aij) in the cardinal inconsistent judg-
ment form, and the case of Aj? Ak|Ai? Ai in the directed graph
form. Likewise, Grapht shows that Ai and Ak are equally preferred,
Ak and Aj are equally preferred, but Ai is more preferred to Aj. This
266 G. Kou et al. / European Journal of Operational Research 236 (2014) 261–271three-way cycle corresponds to the case of ajk = 1, aki = 1 but aji < 1
(aji = 1/aij) in the cardinal inconsistent judgment form, and the case
of Aj|Ak |Ai? Ai in the directed graph form.
Graphs u to w are the inverse cases of graphs r to t. Obvi-
ously, the four types of intransitive judgments except graphs r
and u, are caused by equal preference. We found that the follow-
ing transformation formula can be used to eliminate the intransi-
tive judgments caused by equal preference while retaining much
of the original judgment in matrix A:
aij ¼
1:01; if aij ¼ 1 and i < j
0:99; if aij ¼ 1 and i > j
aij otherwise
8><
>: ð15Þ
In summary, if there exist three comparison elements Ai, Aj and
Ak, which make up a triangular graph, then the judgments of these
three elements will become ordinal inconsistent if the triangular
graph formed by these elements resembles any of the graphs in
Fig. 1.
4.2. Theorem of HPIBM for identifying ordinal inconsistency
4.2.1. Graph theory for ordinal inconsistency
We now propose a simple method to identify the ordinal incon-
sistency by combining the directed graph theory and the principle
of the HPIBM model. Fig. 1 shows that at least three elements are
needed to detect the ordinal inconsistency in matrix A. This implies
that intransitive judgments may take place after a third element is
introduced to compare with the other two elements. Based on
HPIBM, we can determine the relationship of Ai and Aj with the
other n  2 elements in the matrix, by multiplying matrix
A ¼ ðaijÞnn with itself, denoted as matrix O:
O ¼ ðoijÞnn ¼ AA ð16Þ
For any element in O, we have
oij ¼
Xn
k¼1
aikakj ¼
Xn
k ¼ 1
–i; j
aikakj þ aiiaij þ aijajj ð17Þ
The ﬁrst (n  2) terms in (17) indicate the ordinal and cardinal rela-
tionships between Ai and Ak; and then between Ak and Aj, where
k– i or j. It also indirectly shows the possible value of aij if the three
elements satisfy the perfectly consistent condition aij = aikakj. For in-
stance, when k = 1, ai1 denotes how much Ai is preferred to A1, and
a1j shows howmuch A1 is preferred to Aj. Based on graph theory and
Fig. 1, we know that the judgment between (Ai and Ak), and again
between (Ak and Aj) can be transformed and described by directed
edges.
To detect whether there exists intransitive judgment (ordinal
inconsistency) among Ai, Aj, and the other (n  2) elements, the
preference of Ai and Aj should be determined, i.e. the edge betweenFig. 1. The intransitivity caseAi and Aj should be connected and compared with Fig. 1. Based on
the reciprocal condition of matrix A, aij = 1/aji, the perfect cardinal
consistent condition aij = aikakj can be easily denoted as aikakjaji = 1.
Therefore, Eq. (17) can be transformed to Eq. (18) by multiplying aji
to both sides of Eq. (17). The revised Eq. (18) happens to take after
the HPIBM model for cardinal inconsistency as seen in Eq. (1):
Ciji ¼ oij  aji ¼
Xn
k¼1
aikakjaji ¼
Xn
k ¼ 1
–i; j
aikakjaji þ aiiaijaji þ aijajjaji ð18Þ
Thus, the corresponding ordinal preference relations of the ﬁrst
(n  2) terms in (18) can be represented as triangular groups, as
shown in Fig. 2.
After introducing the third element aji to (17), the relations
among Ai, Aj, and the (n  2) Ak elements can be distinctly ex-
pressed in (18), and displayed vividly as triangular groups in
Fig. 2. Once the ordinal preference relationships are determined
by the cardinal relationship, all edges can be replaced by directed
edges (or undirected edges) to detect whether there exist ordinal
inconsistencies. Speciﬁcally, to judge whether there exists an
intransitive judgment among Ai, A1 and Aj, we only need to connect
Ai and Aj by directed or undirected edges, denoted asr,s ort in
Fig. 2(b). According to Fig. 1, if the ordinal preference relation be-
tween Ai and Aj belongs to s or t in Fig. 2(b), then there exists
an ordinal inconsistency in this triangular preference relation.
4.2.2. Binary Boolean matrix
To summarize the ordinal preference information discussed
above so as to detect the intransitive judgments numerically, we
develop a binary Boolean matrix B = [bij] to reﬂect the preference
relationship based on the original information in matrix A. We
deﬁne
bij ¼
1; if aij P 1 and i– j
0 otherwise

ð19Þ
Replacing matrix A with Boolean matrix B in Eq. (19), we convert
Eqs. (18)–(20):
Ciji ¼
Xn
k¼1
bikbkjbji ¼
Xn
k ¼ 1
–i; j
bikbkjbji þ biibijbji þ bijbjjbji ð20Þ
Since bii = 0 and bjj = 0 when i = j, Eq. (20) not only reﬂects the triad
cycles of the (n  2) triangular groups as shown in Fig. 3, but also
computes the total number of three-way cycles (intransitive judg-
ments). Speciﬁcally, if all elements in (aik,akj,aji) group areP1, then
the corresponding bikbkjbji = 1 or bkibijbjk = 1. Therefore, the three-
way cycles and their numbers can be detected and tallied by Eq.
(20). Take the triad elements A1, A2 and A3 as examples, the possible
intransitive judgments and their triangular (three-way cycles)s among three elements.
(a) (b)
Fig. 2. Using the triangular groups graph to show the ordinal preference relations.
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the three elements in each of the three-way cycles is equal to 1,
which indicates that there exists an intransitive judgment.
However, when the three elements are equally preferred the
product of the above cases still suggests that there exists intransi-
tive judgment and cannot reﬂect the real judgment, as shown in
graphs u and y in Fig. 3. To avoid such mistakes, we apply (15),
i.e., when i < j, we replace aij = 1 with aij = 1.01; and when i > j we
replace aij = 1 with aij = 0.99, both of which borders on the value
of 1. Thus, we reduce the six intransitive cases in Fig. 3 to two sim-
ple cases, graphs r and v in Fig. 3.
To reﬂect the possible cases of graphs u and y in Fig. 3 more
precisely, a symbol ‘‘e’’ is introduced to represent the equal prefer-
ence between Ai and Aj. When aij = 1 (i– j), Eq. (20) can be further
transformed tobij ¼
1; if aij > 1
e if aij ¼ 1 and i– j
0 otherwise
8><
>: ð21Þ
Thus, the three-way cycles with equal preference relations in Fig. 3
can be reﬂected by e, e2 or e3, which correspond to one-, two-, or
three equal edges in the three-way cycle, as shown in Fig. 4. Since
graphs s and w (b13b32b21 = e and b31b12b23 = e), t and x
(b13b32b21 = e2 and b31b12b23 = e2) in Fig. 4 show that there exists
an intransitive judgment, we deﬁne that e = 1, e2 = 1. On the other
hand, there exist three equal edges in graphs u and y, which are
not intransitive as the three elements are equally preferred, we
therefore deﬁne e3 = 0 so as to remove this misidentiﬁcation by
Eq. (20). Through such deﬁnition, we are able to distinguish tied
judgments, by using ‘‘e’’ for one undirected (equal) edge, ‘‘e2’’ for
two undirected edges, and ‘‘e3’’ for three undirected edges in a
three-way cycle. As a result, the total number of intransitive judg-
ments can be accurately computed through such deﬁnition and
Eq. (23) (to be discussed in Section 4.4).Fig. 3. The possible forms of intransitive ju4.3. The HPIBM model for ordinal inconsistency identiﬁcation and
adjustment
If there exists a three-way cycle (circular triad; intransitive
judgments) in the pairwise comparison matrix A, then the
HPIBM (matrix Co) derived from Boolean matrix B is not a zero
matrix, and the HPIBM for ordinal inconsistency can be deﬁned
as:
CO ¼ BB  BT ¼ ðcoijÞ ¼
Xn
k¼1
bikbkjbji
 !
; where coij
¼
Xn
k¼1
bikbkjbji ð22Þ
In short, the HPIBM model for identifying the ordinal inconsis-
tency includes the following two steps:
Step I: Identifying the three-way cycles
(Ia) Establish preference matrix B = [bij] by Eq. (21).
(Ib) Construct induced bias matrix C (denoted as Co) for ordinal
preference by Eq. (22).
(Ic) Compute the number of cycles by Eq. (23):dgmentN ¼ 1
3
Xn
i¼1
Xn
j¼1
coij;where e ¼ 1; e2 ¼ 1; e3 ¼ 0 ð23ÞNote: By Eqs. (21) and (22), if aij = 1 and i– j, then coij contains e, e
2
or e3, where e = 1, e2 = 1 and e3 = 1, as shown in Fig. 4 and explained
previously.
(Id) Identify the intransitive judgments by applying any of the
following methods:
(i) Find the corresponding row and column numbers of the non-
zero elements in the upper (or lower) diagonal triangular
matrix of matrix Co to identify the three-way cycles.
(ii) Draw the directed graph of the non-zero elements in the
induced bias matrix Co.graph among three elements.
Fig. 4. The triangular forms of intransitive judgment with ties.
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and then locate the intransitive judgments by triad combina-
tion with head–tail connection principle. Speciﬁcally, in
matrix A if the column of the 1st element equals the row
of the 2nd element, the column of the 2nd element equals
the row of the 3rd element, and the column of the 3rd ele-
ment equals the row of the 1st element, then, a circular cycle
can be formed. Assume the elements in matrix A correspond-
ing to the non-zero elements in matrix C are aik, akj, and aji,
then a three-way cycle can be formed by head–tail connec-
tion principle as follows:
The above three methods will be illustrated by Example 1 in
Section 4.5, in which methods (ii) and (iii) may be difﬁcult for deci-
sion makers who are not OR experts, but they are useful and help-
ful to design an interactive and visualized user interface by graph
to identify and eliminate the ‘‘three cycles’’ in a decision support
system. Such graphic user interface might be the best way to aid
non-OR expert to easily understand the ordinal inconsistency and
make adjustment.
Step II: Eliminate the three-way cycles
(IIa) Construct the induced bias matrix C by HPIBM for cardinal
inconsistency, using Eq. (1).
(IIb) Identify the largest value in matrix C and ﬁnd the corre-
sponding non-zero element with the largest value in matrix
CO and deﬁne it as coij.
(IIc) Adjust all non-zero elements in row i and column j in CO to
eliminate the three-way cycles through Eq. (14).
4.4. Illustrative examples for ordinal inconsistency
To illustrate the proposed HPIBM for ordinal inconsistency
identiﬁcation, we make use of the Example 1 in Siraj et al. (2012):
The PCM above has a consistency ratio of 0.083, which passes the
cardinal consistency test. To check whether there exists ordinalinconsistency (intransitive judgment), we apply the proposed
HPIBMmodel to the above PCM and detail the HPIBM-based ordinal
inconsistency identiﬁcation process below.
Step I: Identify the three-way cycles
(Ia) Establish preference Boolean matrix B using Eq. (21)B ¼
0 1 0 1 1
0 0 0 1 1
1 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 0
0
BBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCA(Ib) Construct HPIBM CO using Eq. (22)CO ¼ BB  BT ¼
0 0 2 0 0
0 0 2 0 0
0 0 0 2 2
1 1 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0
0
BBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCA(Ic) Compute the number of cycles with Eq. (23) using the total
number of intransitivity found in CoN ¼ ð2þ 2þ 2þ 2þ 1þ 1þ 1þ 1Þ=3 ¼ 12=3 ¼ 4
(Id) Identify the intransitive judgments by using any of the afore-
mentioned three methods.
(i) Identify coordinates of non-zero elements. Since the num-
ber of three-way cycles is 4, and the non-zero elements in
the upper diagonal triangular matrix are (co13 ¼ 2; co23 ¼ 2)
and (co34 ¼ 2; cO35 ¼ 2), either pair can be used to identify
the three-way cycles. Similarly, the four non-zero ele-
ments (cO41 ¼ 1; cO42 ¼ 1; cO51 ¼ 1 and cO52 ¼ 1) in the lower
half-matrix can also be used to identify the four intransi-
tive judgments. In the following, the pairs
(cO13 ¼ 2; cO23 ¼ 2) are used as an example to illustrate the
details of the three-way cycle identiﬁcation. By Eq. (22)
and matrix B, we can easily obtain that,co13 ¼ 2 ¼
X5
k¼1
b1kbk3b31 ¼ b11b13b31 þ b12b23b31 þ b13b33b31
þb14b43b31 þ b15b53b31
¼ 0þ 0þ 0þ 1þ 1 ¼ b14b43b31 þ b15b53b31Thus, b14b43b31 = 1 and b15b53b31 = 1, which corresponds to the ele-
ments (a14 = 5/2 > 1, a43 = 4/3 > 1, a31 = 4/3 > 1) and (a15 = 7/4 > 1,
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cycles a14a43a31 and a15a53a31 are identiﬁed as the intransitive judg-
ments. Likewise, we ﬁndco23 ¼ 2 ¼
X5
k¼1
b2kbk3b32
¼ b21b13b32 þ b22b23b32 þ b23b33b32 þ b24b43b32
þ b25b53b32
¼ b24b43b32 þ b25b53b32
Fig. 5. The directed graph with three-way cycles.The intransitive judgments are a24a43a32 and a25a53a32. If one
applies the above approach to cO34 ¼ 2 and cO35 ¼ 2; cO41 ¼ 1 and
cO42 ¼ 1; and cÞ51 ¼ 1 and cO52 ¼ 1, then the same four three-way
cycles can be identiﬁed.
(ii) Draw the directed graph of the non-zero elements in CO.
From the non-zero elements of matrix CO, we derive
Fig. 5. Since cO13 ¼ 2; cO23 ¼ 2; cO34 ¼ 2, and cO35 ¼ 2 are in
matrix CO, each of the directed edges such as A3A1, A3A2,
A4A3, A5A3 is included in the three-way cycles twice.
Therefore, Fig. 5 can be decomposed into four graphs,
each of which shares one common edge between the
two three-way cycles, as shown in Fig. 6(a)–(d). For exam-
ple, in Fig. 6(a), the edge A3A1 is shared by two three-way
cycles, A3A1A4A3 and A3A1A5A3, respectively. Therefore, the
identiﬁed three-way cycles are A3? A1? A4? A3;
A3? A1? A5? A3; A3? A2? A4? A3; A3? A2?
A5? A3.
(iii) Apply the Triad combination method. We use the non-
zero elements in CO to locate the three-way cycle through
head–tail connection principle. In matrix CO, the non-zero
elements include: cO13; c
O
23; c
O
34; c
O
35; c
O
41; c
O
42; c
O
51; c
O
52, by Eqs.
(22) and (21), their corresponding elements in judgment
matrix B and matrix A are b31, b32, b43, b53, b14, b24, b15,
b25 and a31, a32, a43, a53, a14, a24, a15, a25, respectively.
Since we have estimated that there are four three-way
cycles in matrix A, and cO13 ¼ 2; cO23 ¼ 2; cO34 ¼ 2 and
cO35 ¼ 2 in matrix Co, corresponding to a31, a32, a43 and
a53 in matrix A, we can start the triad combination by
the head–tail connection principle from the pairs of (a31,
a32) and (a43, a53) respectively. Recall that cO13 in matrix
C corresponds to b31 in matrix B and a31 in matrix A.
The four results are shown below.Obviously, each graph in Fig. 7 contains two three-way cycles,
and the four three-way cycles in Fig. 7 (a) and (b) are the same
as those in Fig. 7 (c) and (d). They are: A3? A1? A4? A3;
A3? A1? A5? A3; A3? A2? A4? A3; A3? A2? A5? A3.
In short, the three-way cycles identiﬁed by the above three
methods are identical and the results are the same as those found
in Siraj et al. (2012). Note that methods (ii) and (iii) are useful
when graphical exhibition is needed to provide intuitive visual
interpretation.
Step II: Eliminate the three-way cycles
Once the three-way cycles are identiﬁed, they should be elim-
inated so as to correct the intransitive judgments and form a
consistent PCM. For simplicity, we can eradicate the three-way
cycles by employing Eq. (14) to determine the proper values
for (a31 and a32) or (a43 and a53), since we have identiﬁed that
each pair contains four three-way cycles. How to select the most
effective elements between (a31 and a32) and (a43 and a53), in or-
der to eliminate the transitivity becomes an important issue. In
the following, we fully utilize the original data information in
matrix A to eliminate the detected three-way cycles by applying
the HPIBM method.(IIa) Construct HPIBM C for cardinal inconsistency using Eq. (1):C¼1
5
AA A T ¼
1 0:7302 2:2611 0:9840 1:0929
1:5150 1 2:1143 0:8970 0:6639
0:6236 0:8500 1 2:4089 1:9472
1:5944 1:6400 0:6200 1 1:2640
1:3351 1:9700 0:8343 0:8286 1
0
BBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCA(IIb) The largest value in matrix C, 2.4089, corresponds to the
non-zero element cO34 ¼ 2 in matrix Co. To eliminate the four
three-way cycles all at once, we follow the next step to esti-
mate the optimal values for a34 and a35, as a35 is in the same
row with a34.
(IIc) Estimate the values of ordinal inconsistent elements by using
Eq. (14):~a34 ¼ 5c34  25 2 a34 ¼
5 2:4089 2
5 2 
3
4
¼ 2:5111~a35 ¼ 5c35  25 2 a35 ¼
5 1:9472 2
5 2 
3
4
¼ 1:934By applying the estimated values and their reciprocals to the
original judgment matrix A, we can reverse the edges and elimi-
nate the three-way cycles. In addition, the HPIBM method can im-
prove the value of CR from 0.083 to 0.0164, which is smaller than
the 0.055 achieved by the heuristic approach in Siraj et al. (2012).
Besides using the estimated values that contain decimal numbers,
one also can choose the approximated integer number that is clos-
est to Saaty’s 9-point integer scale to improve the consistency ra-
tio. For instance, let ~a34 ¼ 2:5111  3; ~a35 ¼ 1:934  2, then apply
these approximated integer values and their reciprocals to the ori-
ginal matrix, we still can improve the value of CR from 0.083 to
0.0148. Note that the rounding of the modiﬁed values (~aij) (and
their reciprocal ones) to the integer values of Saaty’s fundamental
scale is not necessary from the theoretical point of view, if this
approximation is done based on the decision makers’ preference.
Note that the induced bias values for c13 in above matrix C is
2.2611, while that for c23 is 2.1143. They are close to the largest va-
lue, 2.4089. Therefore, their corresponding values, a13 and a23, in
matrix A can be estimated by Eq. (14) and above matrix C; their
edges are reversed, and the three-way cycles are eliminated.
Through Eq. (14), we ﬁnd the estimated a13 is 2.3268, and a23 is
2.1429. The solution can also improve the CR from 0.055 by Siraj
et al. (2012) to 0.0173, which is only slightly larger than 0.0164.
In our example, the proposed HPIBM method not only identiﬁes
all edges partaking in the three-way cycles, but also recommends
the best values for the identiﬁed intransitive elements so as to
eliminate the intransitive judgment (three-way cycles). The HPIBM
model more signiﬁcantly improves the value of CR than the meth-
ods of inverting the original values or changing the original values
to 0.99.
Fig. 6. The directed graph with three-way cycles and one common edge.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 7. Three-way cycles located by head–tail connection principle.
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tion EC.3) for detailed illustration of another case involving more
sophisticated equal-preference ordinal inconsistency.5. Conclusions
Much attention has been given to the study of the cardinal and
ordinal inconsistencies of the decision matrix and pairwise com-
parison matrix (PCM), and the attempts hitherto have encountered
variable degrees of success. However, most methods can only deal
with one type of inconsistency, and they are extremely dependent
on the methods used to derive the priority vectors. In particular,
they are complicated and difﬁcult to implement in practice. In this
paper, we develop a Hadamard product induced bias matrix
(HPIBM) to identify the most inconsistent elements in a PCM and
to improve the consistency ratio. We introduce a formula to
estimate the best value to replace the most inconsistent element.Numerical examples are given to illustrate the proposed HPIBM,
and the results show that the proposed model is simpler and easier
than the existing methods.
Since a matrix with acceptable consistency ratio may be
ordinal inconsistent (Siraj et al., 2012), we further explore and
adapt the HPIBM to address the ordinal inconsistency issue.
We validate our approach by graph theory and provide numeri-
cal examples to identify and eliminate the ordinal inconsisten-
cies, i.e., the three-way cycles. Through the proposed HPIBM
for ordinal inconsistency, we can readily determine the number
of three-way cycles that are present in a PCM. The three-way
cycles can be detected by applying any of three methods:
coordinates identiﬁcation, directed graph, and the Triad head–
tail connection principle.
Through numerical examples, we ﬁnd that the consistency
ratios can be greatly improved by using HPIBM for cardinal incon-
sistency rather than the prevalent heuristic approaches, e.g., Siraj
et al. (2012). In addition, the intransitive judgments in a PCM can
also vividly be identiﬁed and improved by the HPIBM for ordinal
inconsistency method. In summary, the proposed HPIBM is not
only independent of priority weights but is also easier and simpler
to implement than existing models. Above all, it can be used for
identiﬁcation and adjustment of both cardinal and ordinal
inconsistencies.
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